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Incident Report

About this Report
This report has been prepared following more than two months of field investigations by the International
Safeguards Specialist (ISS), that included face to face engagement with relevant members of the PMU,
Contractor and community, as well as review of available documentation. Additional detail from the initial
draft has been included to provide a more comprehensive account of the incident and therefore the ability to
complete a balanced and independent assessment that draws lessons learned and mitigation measures to
prevent similar future incidents.

Incident Description
Temporary relocation of residents from neighbouring community at Location took place in May and July 2021
without following the due process to meet ADB SPS requirements. A community meeting was organised by
the Contractor with members of the community surrounding the Project site. The meeting was called for
Tuesday 13th of April 2021 at 4:00 pm with the purpose to consult with and seek consent from members of
the neighbouring community on the extension of the construction working hours. Approval of 24-hour and 6
days a week and Sunday daytime hours was sought as the construction was experiencing significant delays.
The second purpose of the meeting was to encourage community members to lodge any grievances in a
timely manner. Prior to the meeting the most recent grievance had been lodged in January 2021 1. See
meeting notes in Appendix A.
At the meeting community leaders expressed concerns on the safety of the buildings next to the construction
area due to their poor condition and the perceived impacts from construction activities. These were
exemplified with an incident that had been reported, prior to the meeting (25th March 2021), to the Contractor
CLO but not yet to the PMU. A grievance had been recorded about a piece of concrete had fallen on a
teenager resident causing a laceration on the head.
The PMU had first become aware of the condition of the buildings through the due diligence for the Northern
Container Yard (NCY). A report on the condition of the housing at Location prepared by the Construction
Supervision Consultant (CSC) raised significant concerns on the potential risk to the health and safety of the
residents neighbouring the Project site.
The incident causing the laceration, together with the prior understanding of the poor condition of the
buildings, triggered an immediate response from the PMU to ensure the health and safety of the community.
Concerns over the potential for further Project delays if consent from the community to work the proposed
extended hours was not secured also played a role in triggering an immediate response.
As a result, the PMU proceeded with urgent temporary relocation of some residents, without notifying the
CSC or Asian Development Bank (ADB). Families from 12 units (49 people including 20 children 18 years
old and younger) were promptly temporarily relocated on the 6th of May 2021 to accommodation leased by
the NMPA. A further household was temporarily relocated on the 17th of July 2021. While the relocation of the
units was done in response to the request from neighbouring residents and with their consent, the process
implemented did not follow all ADB safeguard requirements as set out in Safeguard Policy Statement 2009
(SPS).
The due diligence for the NCY states that a relocation plan was to be prepared and provide options and
arrangements for temporary accommodation and assistances, in compliance with national laws and ADB
safeguard policies. The temporary relocation would be triggered if vibration exceeded a set threshold. During
the development of the Relocation Plan2 (covering the permanent relocation program), the inclusion of a

1
Note minutes of the meeting incorrectly refer to the last grievance being lodged in February 2021. The concern of the PMU CLO at this
point was the lack of grievances compared to previous months suggested community members were not lodging them any longer.
2

Plan for the Government-Managed Relocation of Location Residents, NMPA, June 2021
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temporary relocation procedure (triggered by vibration in accordance with the attenuation plan) was
discussed but was later excluded from the plan due to a lack of detail made available by the Government of
Nauru (GoN) relating to budget resourcing and timeframes. Project-related temporary relocation triggered by
factors other than vibration was not covered by the Relocation Plan, nor other planning documents prepared.
The process followed as well as the shortcomings of such process are described in the next sections. It is
expected that any project-related relocation activities be carried out in a manner consistent with the ADB
SPS and documented appropriately.

Investigation
Process followed by NMPA
The temporary relocation was initiated by NMPA in response to safety concerns raised in the meeting on 13th
of April 2021, and out of concern regarding further schedule slippages if 24-hour works were not approved to
proceed. The NMPA proceeded to design a process for the efficient temporary relocation of residents that at
the time were understood to be at significant risk due to the dilapidated condition of their buildings. In
following the predetermined process the following activities were carried out by NMPA:
1. The PMU proceeded to identify houses on the island available for rent. Three-bedroom houses were
targeted as the units from Location are also three-bedroom units, the intent was to provide
accommodation of at least similar size.
2. Inspection criteria forms for the rental houses were created by the PMU CLO (Refer Appendix B) to
ensure the accommodation met minimum standards including but not limited to:
a. sound structural condition;
b. bathrooms in good condition and operational;
c.

utility services available and connected including water and power; and

d. doors and windows with locks.
3. To address concerns expressed by landlords regarding the care and condition of the rental
properties by tenants from Location, NMPA decided to proceed with temporary relocation on the
basis of:
a. 12-month leases signed between the landlord and NMPA (Refer Appendix C) with NMPA;
responsible for any damages caused to the dwellings by the tenants;
b. back to back agreements were signed between the tenants and the NMPA (Refer Appendix
D); and
c.

documentation of the condition of the properties including photographs of each room and
outdoor area put on file (Refer Appendix E for photos and Appendix F for regular inspection
form).

4. Families from the 12 units temporarily relocated received support from the NMPA moving from their
belongings from the unit at Location to the accommodation provided by the NMPA. This support
included provision of a truck to move all belonging, support from port workers to load and unload the
truck and place belongings inside the provided accommodation and transport of large items such as
plastic water tanks. Those households more vulnerable were provided additional support such as
packing and unpacking belongings. This is similar to the process followed under Addendums 01 and
02 to the Relocation Plan for temporary accommodation.
5. Prioritisation for temporary relocation was made on the basis of proximity to the Project. Residents
from blocks 22, 23 and 41 were given priority, refer to Figure 1. Note that block 40 was unoccupied.
Not all units in block 22, 23 and 41 were relocated, grievances lodged and perceived concerns over
safety played a role in prioritising the units that were relocated, this is covered in more detail under
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the next subheading. The prioritisation process was not documented as the team relied on the
information collected through the GRM and observations on the conditions of the units.
6. Disclosure of the conditions and benefits from the temporary relocation took place through meetings
held by the NMPA CLO and members of each household/unit. At these household meetings the
residents were consulted on their desire to be temporarily relocated. Only those who consented to
were voluntarily temporarily relocated. As described above, meetings were held with each household
and not as community meetings.
7. Part of the process to gain their consent included taking those to be relocated to the house identified
for them. In some cases, alternative houses than the ones presented were selected to ensure they
met the needs of the residents. An example of this was the case of a resident relocated to a home
next to the hospital as one of the household members has health issues and wanted to be located in
proximity to the hospital. No minutes of meetings, notes or photographic records were recorded
from these household meetings. The outcomes of the meetings were reflected in the inclusion of
relevant details in the spreadsheet presented in Appendix G. Once residents were temporarily
relocated, photos were taken with the intent to document their acceptance of their temporary
accommodation. These photographs can be found in Appendix E.

Figure1: Relocation zone

8. The criteria used for the allocation of rental houses was based on the size of the families, medium to
larger families (3-7 members) were provided three-bedroom houses, a small family (2 members) was
provided with a one-bedroom house and an extended family made of 2 nuclear families and one
single person (7 members) was provided with a five-bedroom house. The intent was to provide
accommodation of a similar size than that where families lived. All units in the Relocation Zone have
three bedrooms and one bathroom.
9. The details of all the families temporarily relocated were recorded in the spreadsheet, as shown in
Appendix G. Residents included:
a. 11 units on 6th May as follow:
i. Block 22 units 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7
ii. Block 23 units 3 and 7
iii. Block 41 units 3, 4, 7, and 8
b. 1 unit on 17th July:
i. Block 42 Unit 8
c.

17 families lived in the 12 units at Location.
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d. 49 residents relocated including:
i. 29 adults and 20 children (18 y/o and younger)
ii. 28 women and 21 men
10. The 17 family units living in 12 units at Locations were relocated into:
a. 9 houses leased by the NMPA – 7 houses for 11 family units;
b. 1 house leased by Ministry – 1 house for 1 family from Block 42 Room 8;
c.

2 houses of relatives of residents of Block 23 Unit 7 and Block 21 Unit 3 respectively (selfrelocated, hence no lease contract needed);

d. 1 house owned by the 2 families relocated (Block 23 Unit 3) and
e. 1 house/unit of a non-Nauruan tenant. The tenant like other residents was provided with
logistical support for his relocation to another rental accommodation where he continues
paying the same amount in rent, however in an accommodation in better condition.
Role of the grievance redress mechanism
As mentioned above, grievances played a role in the identification and prioritisation of the families who were
temporarily relocated, most of those relocated lodged grievances. All grievances lodged by residents
between April 2020 and May 2021 related to the perceived impacts from the port construction on their
houses and these complainants were included in the temporary relocations that took place on 6th of May and
17th July 2021.
Grievances were investigated, this included visits of the PMU CLO and the then deputy CEO to the
properties to record information and assess the situation. Appendix H, provides a snapshot of the GRM
registry with the relevant grievances.
Between 28 August 2020 and mid-April 2021, the Contractor CLO was not engaged for most of the period as
the Project was suspended due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The community was aware of this, and this was
possibly one of the reasons for the limited number of grievances lodged during that period. Another reason
for the limited number of grievances lodged is due to the alleged lack and delayed response by the
Contractor to complaints and interactions, hence community members preferring to lodge those at
community meetings. This is exemplified on the 13th of April community meeting which mentions incidents
that had not been reported through the GRM but rather raised by community members. This led to a review
of meeting notes and the GRM. Between late September 2020 and early April 2021 only four grievances
were lodged. However, during this period some dredging preparation was completed. This activity caused
vibration to be felt at the units, particularly next to where the dredge excavator was parked and serviced –
once discovered, this practice was prohibited. This later led to installation of vibration sensors for real time
monitoring.
Following the Community Meeting held on 13th of April 2021, when safety concerns were raised and
community members were encouraged to lodge their concerns through the GRM, a new wave of grievances
were lodged in a short period of time. All these grievances started to compound and rapidly generated a
sense of urgency to ensure the safety of the residents and prompted the PMU to act quickly and without
engagement or consultation with the Project Steering Committee, ADB or the CSC. Investigation into the
incident identified that the operating environment in which members of the PMU work, the operation of the
Port, where safety is taken seriously and is the highest priority, decisions in the name of safety and with the
information available at the time were quickly made.
A review of the GRM has been completed as part of the Location Investigation Report (September 2021).
The review looked at the GRM process and identified a number of shortcomings in the GRM to-date. Despite
efforts to enact improvements, the review found that significant capacity, capability, and procedural gaps
remain, compromising the CLOs’ ability to operate the GRM consistent with the ADB safeguard policies. The
gaps create significant challenges to CLOs in understanding the causes of the grievances, and what has
been discussed and agreed with the affected person/s. This is partially due to and compounded by
translation from English into Nauruan and vice versa, but assessed as largely due to a lack of formal training,
ongoing mentoring, and capacity building.
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Improvement in the process and tools were introduced in September 2021 along with training sessions
delivered by the ISS while in country during August and October 2021. While significant improvements are
evident in the way the GRM is understood and managed at the PMU, the challenges with the capacity,
capability, and procedural gaps remain at the Contractor side.

Shortcomings of the process followed
The principles followed for the temporary relocation and the processes that in many aspects were not distant
from good practice and alignment with the spirit of the SPS. However, as described below, there were a
number of shortcomings that despite the intent to follow good practice impacted in the transparency of and
compliance with the SPS 2009. They include:
1. Prioritisation process to identify the households at higher risk to be relocated first – The
process was informed mostly from grievances and the building condition study (which comprised
mostly of assessments of the external features of the building and a limited number of internal
assessments). An impact assessment to inform the prioritisation criteria conducted by an
experienced resettlement specialist with the required skills and experience was not completed.
2. Disclosure to those impacted of the temporary relocation arrangements – Household meetings
to disclose information and seek consent were conducted by the CLO, however they do not equal
disclosure in the sense of ADB SPS.
3. Consultation with affected people to address any concerns and obtain their consent –
Household meetings to obtain consent were undertaken, however minutes or notes of the meetings
were not prepared, there is no evidence of written information provided on entitlements or the plans.
Community presentation in line with ADB SPS was not recorded.
4. Agreement on the location and house for temporary relocation – Agreement were reached with
heads of each household temporarily relocated, while there is recognition that this follows cultural
practice and custom, there is no evidence that all household members were consulted in line with
ADB SPS. Temporary accommodation provided was of better condition than the existing unit, in line
with ADB SPS requirements for ‘equal or better’.
5. Support with the logistics and physical relocation and in particular to those most vulnerable
– Identification of vulnerable families was done through the socioeconomic data collected during the
August 2020 Census at the Relocation Zone. Vulnerability factors considered included the number of
children in the household, people with disabilities, presence of elderly and single mothers. However,
all relocated residents received assistance to relocate, a truck with driver and port workers was
provided to load, transport and unload belongings.
6. Insufficient funding – covering the costs associated with the temporary relocation, including
physical relocation and cost of the lease. Despite initiating the process using NMPA funds, there was
concerns regarding the amount that it would cost in the long run and that the NMPA may not have
funds cover.

Investigation Findings
Primary Causes
> Intent to ensure health and safety of neighbouring community set as the highest priority.
> Decisions were made swiftly with a concern for the safety of the residents leading the NMPA to proceed
without notifying and seeking guidance from CSC, Project Steering Committee and ADB.
> Decisions were influenced by the community’s demand to be moved in order to allow 24 hour works.
> Lack of documentation by NMPA, including assessment and planning undertaken before the temporarily
relocation of residents commenced.
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Contributing Factors
> Location was not originally identified as an area at risk of significant project related impacts (besides
those relating to noise and dust more broadly to the community) at the time of the Initial Environmental
Examination 3 (IEE), as the site of the contractor camp was not finalised until 2019. However, this area
was identified and considered as a sensitive receptor during the due diligence of the northern container
yard.
> Relocation (temporary or permanent) was not anticipated at the time of the original IEE3.
> Once the contractor camp site was identified, discussion on safety around fencing requirements to
prevent residents accessing the beach or the access took place, however the due diligence and
screening undertaken and documented in the relevant documents was insufficient.
> The environmental management plan included in the IEE had not been updated for new or modified risks
to Location and surrounding community based on the site for the Contractor’s camp. Risks, along with
mitigation measures, were identified as part of the site-specific EMP prepared for site establishment.
> The condition of Location housing was not identified as a risk until the due diligence process for the
Northern Container Yard finalised in September 20204, the risk related to the dilapidated condition of the
buildings. The due diligence identified potential impacts if the 1mm/s is exceeded and puts in place
mitigation measures such as limitations on the use of the adjacent road by heavy tracked machinery. The
possibility of temporary relocation was identified in the due diligence report, however as discussed
previously due to a lack of detail made available by the Government of Nauru (GoN) relating to budget
resourcing and timeframes the plan was not prepared.
> Shortcomings on the general implementation of the GRM.
> Lack of understanding by PMU and NMPA of the distinction between the Relocation Plan process, and
relocation (temporary or permanent) as a result of project impacts.
> NMPA’s lack of understanding on ADB definitions of ‘incidents’ and required reporting that falls outside of
the Contractor’s scope. Project incidents and reporting processes are well understood within the context
of the CEMP.
> Ongoing actual and perceived risk to remaining residents and the general community due to poor
condition of buildings.

Other Findings
> A well-intended process was designed and implemented for temporary relocation, however poorly
documented and missing key activities to be compliant with ADB SPS.
> Despite initial perceptions that the Contractor undertook consultation without advanced screening being
complete and ADB clearance of management plans, the investigation found that the Contractor acted
appropriately and proactively, under instruction from the CSC, in order to:
 Establish initial limitations, conditions and concerns of the community
 Obtain community approval to satisfy ADB requirements before 24-hour work would be considered,
however ADB was not timely notified of the process of seeking community approval for 24-hour works,
so it was not able to provide timely guidance.
> Weekly in-person monitoring of temporarily relocated families is being conducted by the PMU CLO,
however this has not been consistently documented. A different group of families is visited each week to
make sure each family is visited at least once a month.

3

Initial Environmental Examination, Cardno, March 2017

4

Northern Container Yard Due Diligence Report, September 2020.
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Impacts
The investigation found that the incident resulted in the following negative impacts:
> Lack of documented approach to temporary relocation impacting on the transparency of the activities.
> Limited clarity within the community of the prioritization process for temporary relocation.
> Ongoing actual risk to remaining residents and the general community due to poor condition of buildings,
irrespective of project activity.
> Misinformation circulating in community regarding grievances and their relationship to entitlements in RP.
> Poor compliance with SPS 2009 requirements.
Some benefits were also found that residents temporarily relocated are now living in:
> safer accommodation;
> accommodation of better standards than that at Location, in houses with reliable access to utility services;
> houses less overcrowded; and
> neighbourhoods with lesser safety and crime issues- particularly beneficial for children and women.
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Proposed Corrective Actions - Corrective Action Plan
Addressing Primary Causes and Contributing
Factors

Proposed Action

Means of verification

Responsibility

Implementation
timeline

Monitoring and
Reporting

Implementation update
(Dec 2021)

> Intent to ensure health and safety of
neighbouring community set as the highest
priority.

A1. Provide three (3) training sessions and ongoing
support to members of the PMU managing safeguards
issues (CLO, RC and CO) to increase knowledge and
understanding on commitments made by the
Government in the loan agreement and safeguards
requirements set by the ADB SPS. Training sessions
on (i) loan agreement requirements, (ii) ADB
safeguards principles, and (iii) reinforce learnings from
previous sessions.

> Training sessions material
used.

CSC (International
Safeguards Specialist
(ISS), Social
Safeguards Specialist
(SSS) and Gender
Specialist).

Training sessions in
August 2021, December
2021 and March 2022.

SMR

First training completed over
several sessions between
August and October 2021.

CSC (ISS and Gender
Specialist).

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project

Ongoing

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

Training sessions in
August 2021, December
2021 and March 2022.

SMR

> Decisions were made swiftly with a concern for
the safety of the residents leading the NMPA
to proceed without notifying and seeking
guidance from the Construction Supervision
Consultant (CSC), Project Steering Committee
(PSC) and Asian Development Bank (ADB).
> Limited understanding at the PMU of the loan
agreement which requires that ADB is to be
notified promptly of unanticipated risks or
impacts that arise.

A2. Provide ongoing support and advice to the PMU
Project Manager and NMPA Deputy CEO on the
management of safeguards requirements set by the
ADB SPS.

> Lack of documentation by NMPA, including
assessment and planning undertaken before
the temporarily relocation of residents
commenced.

A1. [as above 5] Provide three (3) training sessions and
ongoing support to members of the PMU managing
safeguards issues (CLO, RC and CO) to increase
knowledge and understanding on commitments made
by the Government in the loan agreement and
safeguards requirements set by the ADB SPS.
Training sessions on (i) loan agreement requirements,
(ii) ADB safeguards principles, and (iii) reinforce
learnings from previous sessions.
A3. Design and introduce document filing system to
store all safeguards documents.

> Training sessions sign-in
sheets and photos.
> Certificates of completion.

> Email communication.
> ISS in-country support

> Training sessions material
used.
> Training sessions sign-in
sheets and photos.

5

A5. Develop a process for screening new activities and
a corresponding flowchart endorsed by the PMU
Project Manager and with input from ADB.

Greyed text indicating the proposed action is that previously described.
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> Folder structure design in
collaboration with PMU
(screenshots)

> Email communication.

> Process documented with
endorsement of the Project
Manager and concurrence
from ADB.

Initiated in August 2021 and
ongoing.

First training completed over
several sessions between
August and October 2021.
Ongoing support and
delivery over the remaining
life of the project of
reinforcing of learnings (third
session).

Design - CSC (ISS,
and Management
Information System
(MIS) Specialist)

October 2021

SMR

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

CSC (ISS).

PMU with support from
CSC (SSS, ISS,
International
Environmental
Specialist (IES) and
Team Leader).

Design completed and folder
structure implemented.
File naming convention
created and introduced.

Implementation – PMU
(CLO, RC, CO and
QAO)

> ISS in-country support
> Location was not originally identified as an
area at risk of significant project related
impacts (besides those relating to noise and
dust more broadly to the community) at the

Ongoing support and
delivery over the remaining
life of the project and
reinforcing of learnings (third
session).

> Certificates of completion.

> File naming convention
document.

A4. Provide regular social safeguards advice.

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

Renaming of files - ongoing.

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

Ongoing

December 2021 to
January 2022.

SMR

SMR

Initiated in August 2021 and
ongoing.
To commence in early Jan
2022.
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Addressing Primary Causes and Contributing
Factors
time of the Initial Environmental Examination6
(IEE), as the site of the contractor camp was
not finalised until 2019. However, this area
was identified and considered as a sensitive
receptor during the due diligence of the
northern container yard.

Proposed Action

Means of verification

Responsibility

Implementation
timeline

Monitoring and
Reporting

Implementation update
(Dec 2021)

A6. Addendums to the Relocation Plan to screen,
assess and plan temporary relocation developed for
the NMPA by a social safeguards specialist and
approved by ADB

> Addendums to the
Relocation Plan endorsed by
ADB and disclosed in ADB
website.

PMU with support from
CSC (SSS and ISS).

Preparation of
Addendums to the
Relocation Plan between
August and September
2021.

SMR

Addendum 01 and
Addendum 02 to the
Relocation Plan prepared,
endorsed by ADB (Sep and
Oct 2021) and implemented.

> Regular monitoring of
temporary houses and
households living in them
waiting form permanent
house to be handed.

> Relocation (temporary or permanent) was not
anticipated at the time of the original IEE
> Once the contractor camp site was identified,
insufficient due diligence and screening was
undertaken and documented in the relevant
documents.
> The condition of Location housing was not
identified as a risk until the due diligence
process for the Northern Container Yard
finalised in September 2020 7, the risk related
to the dilapidated condition of the buildings.
The due diligence identified potential impacts if
the 1m/s is exceeded and puts in place
mitigation measures such as limitations on the
use of the adjacent road by heavy tracked
machinery. The possibility of temporary
relocation was identified in the due diligence
report, however as discussed previously due to
a lack of detail made available by the
Government of Nauru (GoN) relating to budget
resourcing and timeframes the plan was not
prepared.

> Shortcomings on the general implementation
of the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM).
> Misinformation circulating in community
regarding grievances and their relationship to
entitlements in RP.

A1. [as above] Provide three (3) training sessions and
ongoing support to members of the PMU managing
safeguards issues (CLO, RC and CO) to increase
knowledge and understanding on commitments made
by the Government in the loan agreement and
requirements set by the ADB SPS. Training sessions
on (i) loan agreement requirements, (ii) ADB
safeguards principles, and (iii) reinforce learnings from
previous sessions.

> Training sessions material
used.

Initial Environmental Examination, Cardno, March 2017

7

Northern Container Yard Due Diligence Report, September 2020.
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Monitoring until APs
move to permanent
relocation between
September and May
2022.
CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

> Training sessions sign-in
sheets and photos.

Training sessions in
August 2021, December
2021 and March 2022.

Ongoing monitoring.

SMR

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

> Certificates of completion.

First training completed over
several sessions between
August and October 2021.
Ongoing support and
delivery over the remaining
life of the project of
reinforcing of learnings (third
session).

A2. [as above] Provide ongoing support and advice to
the PMU’ Project Manager and NMPA Deputy CEO on
the management of safeguards requirements set by
the ADB SPS.

> Email communication
between ISS/SSS/Gender
Specialist and PMU’ Project
Manager and NMPA Deputy
CEO providing support and
specialist advice.

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

Ongoing

A7. Review IEE to include enhanced screening and
impact assessment process for all new activities (see
also A5).

> IEE updated versions
following at the beginning of
each new activity

PMU with support from
CSC (IES with support
from ISS and Team
Leader).

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

SMR

Initiated in July 2021 and
ongoing.

A8. Investigate shortcomings of the GRM and review
mechanism in collaboration with members of the PMU
managing safeguards issues (CLO, RC, CO and QAO)

> GRM tools reviewed to
improve management,
transparency and follow up of
grievances.

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

August 2021 to
September 2021.

SMR

Completed in September
2021 and being
implemented.

A9. Provide three (3) training sessions and ongoing
support to PMU and CSC members managing
receiving, investigating and managing grievances in
the implementation of the reviewed GRM and in good
practice principles and practices.

> Training sessions material
used.

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

Training sessions in
August 2021, December
2021 and March 2022.

SMR

Two training sessions
conducted between
September and October
2021.

> Training sessions sign-in
sheets and photos.
> Certificates of completion.

6

Ongoing

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

SMR

Ongoing

Initiated in August 2021 and
ongoing.

Ongoing support over the
remaining life of the project.
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Addressing Primary Causes and Contributing
Factors

Proposed Action

Means of verification

Responsibility

Implementation
timeline

Monitoring and
Reporting

Implementation update
(Dec 2021)

A10. Regular engagement with community members
to make explicit (and to build understanding) that
Relocation Plan entitlements and prioritization Is to be
informed by impact assessments. Regular
engagement with community members to increase
awareness on the GRM.

> Community meetings
facilitated by PMU.

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

Quarterly ongoing from
August 2021 to
completion of the
implementation of the
Relocation Plan.

SMR.

Ongoing and to continue for
the remaining life of the
Project.

A11. Regular (increased frequency to fortnightly)
reporting on grievances to CSC and ADB.

> GRM Registry saved in a
shared folder for ADB to
access on a fortnightly basis

ISS & PMU supported
by SSS

Ongoing fortnightly from
15 October 2021 to
completion of the Project

Fortnightly
report on new
and outstanding
grievances.

GAP monitoring.

Ongoing from 15 October
2021.

Summarised
formally in SMR.
> Lack of understanding by PMU and NMPA of
the distinction between the Relocation Plan
process, and relocation (temporary or
permanent) as a result of project impacts.
> NMPA’s lack of understanding on ADB
definitions of ‘incidents’ and required reporting
that falls outside of the Contractor’s scope.
Project incidents and reporting processes are
well understood within the context of the
CEMP.

> Ongoing actual and perceived risk to
remaining residents and the general
community due to poor condition of buildings.

A12. Training session provided to members of the
PMU on principles and terminology in the ADB SPS.

> Training sessions material
used.

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

January – February 2022

SMR

To be delivered during next
field mobilisation of the ISS
in early 2022.

CSC (ISS, SSS and
Gender Specialist).

Training sessions in
August 2021, December
2021 and March 2022.

SMR

First training completed over
several sessions between
August and October 2021.

> Training sessions sign-in
sheets and photos.
> Certificates of completion.
A1. [as above] Provide three (3) training sessions and
ongoing support to members of the PMU managing
safeguards issues (CLO, RC and CO) to increase
knowledge and understanding on commitments made
by the Government in the loan agreement and
requirements set by the ADB SPS. Training sessions
on (i) loan agreement requirements, (ii) ADB
safeguards principles, and (iii) reinforce learnings from
previous sessions.

> Training sessions material
used.
> Training sessions sign-in
sheets and photos.
> Certificates of completion.

A2. [as above] Provide ongoing support and advice to
the PMU’ Project Manager and NMPA Deputy CEO on
the management of safeguards requirements set by
the ADB SPS.

> Email communication.

A13. Complete Structural Investigation Report for
priority zone

A14. Prepare a Vibration Attenuation Plan that
includes requirements for permanent vibration
monitoring
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Ongoing support and
delivery over the remaining
life of the project of
reinforcing of learnings (third
session).

> Field support/inputs.

CSC (International
Safeguards Specialist
and Gender Specialist).

Ongoing from July 2021
to completion of the
Project.

Ongoing

> Structural Investigation
Report.

CSC (Team Leader).

August 2020.

Not required

Completed.

> Vibration Attenuation Plan
concurred by ADB.

CSC (Team Leader).

Plan developed by
September 2021.

SMR

Vibration Attenuation Plan
completed and approved for
disclosure on 14 September
2021.

> Vibration monitoring reports
available and used in relation
to grievances.

Ongoing monitoring from
September 2021 to
completion of the Project.

SMR

Initiated in August 2021 and
ongoing.

Three sensors for 24 hours
seven days a week vibration
monitoring installed.
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NMPA-Landlord Lease Template

NAURU MARITIME AND PORT AUTHORITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RESIDENTIAL LEASE AGREEMENT
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RESIDENTIAL LEASE AGREEMENT
THIS RESIDENTIAL LEASE AGREEMENT is made and entered into this …….. day of
………………………… 2021.
BETWEEN: …………………………………………………………..of ………………….. District, (“Lessor”);
AND:

THE NAURU MARITIME AND PORT AUTHORITY a body corporate
established under the Ports and Navigation Act 2019, situated at Aiwo
District in the Republic of Nauru, its permitted successors and
assignees (“NMPA”)
(hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Parties” or individually as
the “Party”)

RECITAL :A.

WHEREAS the Lessor being the proprietor of the property located at
Portion……………, in the ………………….. District, Nauru, is desirous of letting his/her
premises contained in the property to the NMPA (“the premises”);

B.

WHEREAS the NMPA is desirous of renting the premises for temporary
accommodation purposes (“the purpose”);

C.

AND WHEREAS the Lessor is willing to let the premises to the NMPA for the purpose;

NOW THEREFORE the Lessor and the NMPA hereby agree to be bound by the terms and
conditions set out as follows:
1

DEFINITIONS
In this Agreement:
“Due Date” in relation to the lease rental payments means the first day of each
quarterly (3 months) period, commencing on ……/……./ 2021

2

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
The residential dwelling pertaining to this Agreement is located at
Portion………………., in the ………………..District, Nauru, (“the premises”). The Lessor is
the owner of the premises.

3

PURPOSE
The NMPA agrees to use the premises for the purposes of temporary
accommodation.
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4

DURATION

4.1

Subject to Clause 10, the duration of this Agreement shall be for a period of 12
months commencing from ………….May 2021 to ……………. May 2022 (‘Duration’).

4.2

The Duration may be extended by mutual agreement of the Parties in writing.

5

RENT
Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the NMPA shall pay the Lessor rental in
the sum of AUD………….. per three (3) months (quarterly) on the Due Date to the
Lessor’s Bank Account as follows:
Account Name:
Account Number:
Bank Address:
SWIFT Code:

………………………….
………………………….
…………………………
………………………….

6

OBLIGATIONS OF THE LESSOR

6.1

6.1
The Lessor shall ensure the premises, which includes the house and
surroundings, is in a good state of repair and fit for habitation on handover to NMPA.

6.2

The Lessor shall:
(a) allow peaceful occupation and enjoyment of the property by the NMPA; and
(b) provide unrestricted possession and access to the property to the NMPA, its
servants, agents and invited guests.

7

OBLIGATIONS OF THE NMPA

7.1

The NMPA agrees to accept that the premises is in good and satisfactory condition
unless a written statement of any objection is delivered to the Lessor within 7 days
after the NMPA takes possession.

7.2

The NMPA agrees that failure to file such statement shall be conclusive proof that
there are no apparent defects in the property.
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7.3

The NMPA shall maintain the premises, which includes the house and surroundings,
in a good state of repair and fit for habitation during the Duration of this Agreement
and shall comply with the laws relating to health and safety.

7.4

The NMPA shall be responsible for the payment of electricity and water bills for the
premises.

7.5

The NMPA agrees not to permit or cause any damage to the premises during the
Duration of this Agreement.

7.6

The NMPA agrees that it will be responsible for, or agrees to pay for, any damage
done to the premises caused by its abuse or neglect.

7.7

The NMPA is obliged to undertake the following:
(a) keep the dwelling clean and in a good sanitary condition, removing garbage and
trash;
(b) not to throw any rubbish or decomposable garbage or otherwise on to the lawn
or compound. Any throwing of rubbish other than in in accordance with the law
would constitute a fundamental breach of agreement;
(c) operate electrical, plumbing, sanitary and other appliances in a reasonable and
safe manner;
(d) assure that property belonging to the Lessor is safeguarded against damage,
destruction, loss, removal or theft;
(e) conduct itself, its tenants or visitors in a manner which shall not at all times
disturb other neighbours;
(f) allow the Lessor or authorised agent access to the premises for the purpose of
inspection, repairs or to show the property to someone else at reasonable hours
after giving 24 hours’ notice to NMPA;
(g) not to install additional locks on any door without prior written permission from
the Lessor. The Lessor shall be provided with duplicate keys for all locks so
installed at the NMPA’s expense within 5 days of installation of the locks; and
(h) comply with all provisions of this Agreement, particularly with respect to paying
rent on time and caring for the property.

8

IMPROVEMENTS TO PROPERTY

8.1

The NMPA shall not undertake any improvement to the property without the
Lessor’s prior approval.
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8.2

Any improvements to the property made by the NMPA whether inside or outside the
house must not be removed without the written permission from the Lessor.

9

SUBLEASING OR ASSIGNMENT
The Lessor hereby expressly provides consent to the NMPA to sublease or assign the
occupation and use of the premises for the purpose.

10

TERMINATION

10.1

The Lessor may terminate this Agreement immediately if the NMPA fails to pay rent
on the Due Date and fails to rectify the default within fourteen (14) days of written
notice given by the Lessor.

10.2

The NMPA may terminate this Agreement immediately after giving fourteen (14)
days written notice to the Lessor for rectification of the following and the Lessor fails
to rectify:
(a) where the Lessor continues to or persists on interfering or disturbing the
NMPA’s peaceful occupation and enjoyment of the premises; and
(b) for breach of any condition of this Agreement.

10.3

A notice under this Clause may be withdrawn by the issuing Party where the breach
of this Agreement is rectified or mutually resolved by the Parties.

10.4

The NMPA may terminate this Agreement by giving the Lessor one (1) month’s
notice in writing where the premises is no longer required for the purpose. No
compensation whatsoever shall be payable to the Lessor for the early termination of
this Agreement by the NMPA.

11

AGREEMENT TO BE VALID
Should any provision of this Agreement be found to be invalid or unenforceable, the
remainder of the Agreement shall not be affected thereby and each term and
provision herein shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.
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12

NOTICES

12.1

All notices issued under or pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and served:
(a) personally on the Lessor and also through any email address provided by the
Lessor to the NMPA; and
(b) personally on the authorised NMPA Representative and also through his or her
email address.

12.2 The Parties shall notify each other of their contact details upon signing of this
Agreement and of any subsequent change in their contact details.

13

AMENDMENT
This Agreement may not be altered or amended, except by the written agreement of
the parties.

14

INDEPENDENT ADVICE
The Lessor and the NMPA have taken independent advice as to the terms and
conditions contained herein and have voluntarily agreed to the execution hereof
after having understood the meaning and effect of the same.

15

GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTES

15.1

Where any grievance or dispute arises between the Parties in the interpretation or
application of this arrangement, the Parties shall endeavour to discuss and resolve
their grievance or dispute amicably.

15.2

This Agreement is governed by and shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws
of Nauru and all disputes arising out of or in connection with this Agreement shall be
referred to the Supreme Court of Nauru.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement on this ………… day of
……………………….. 2021.

Signed by the Lessor:
_______________________
Signature
_______________________
Name
________________________
Occupation
Date:

/May/2021

Signed for and on behalf of the
Nauru Maritime and Ports Authority
(NMPA):
________________________
Signature
_________________________
Name
________________________
Position
Date:

/May/2021

Witnessed by:
__________________________
Signature
__________________________
Name
___________________________
Occupation
Date:

/May/2021
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NAURU MARITIME AND PORT AUTHORITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

RESIDENTIAL TENANCY AGREEMENT
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RESIDENTIAL TENANCY AGREEMENT
THIS RESIDENTIAL TENANCY AGREEMENT is made and entered into this xxth day of May
2021.
BETWEEN: THE NAURU MARITIME AND PORT AUTHORITY a body corporate
established under the Ports and Navigation Act 2019, situated at Aiwo
District in the Republic of Nauru, its permitted successors or assignees
(‘NMPA’).
AND :

xxxxxxx of xxxxxxx District (“Tenant”).
(hereinafter collectively referred to as the “Parties” or individually as
“Party”)

RECITAL:A. WHEREAS the Nauru Maritime Port Authority (‘NMPA’) is the lawful lessee of the
residential premises located at Portion xxxx in the xxxxx District, Nauru, (‘premises’)
and has obtained the lessor’s consent to sublet the premises;
B. WHEREAS NMPA hereby agrees to provide at its own cost and the Tenant agrees to
accept the tenancy of the premises for the temporary accommodation of the Tenant
being an affected resident in the Location “Red Zone” area in the Denigomodu District;
C. AND WHEREAS in consideration of the NMPA providing accommodation to the Tenant
at its own cost, the Tenant acknowledges that they are required to abide by the
obligations contained in this Agreement for the occupancy of the premises;
NOW THEREFORE the NMPA and the Tenant hereby agree to be bound by the terms and
conditions set out as follows:
1

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREMISES

1.1

The residential dwelling pertaining to this Agreement is located at Portion xxxx in
the xxxx District, Nauru, (“the premises”).

1.2

The details of the premises and the fixtures and chattels contained in the premises
are as contained in Schedule 1 to this Agreement.

2

USE OF THE PREMISES
The Tenant shall use the premises for dwelling purposes only and for the occupancy
of a maximum of ……………… adults (and children) only.
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3

DURATION

3.1

The Tenant hereby agrees that the occupation of the premises is on a temporary
basis only.

3.2

Subject to Clause 10, the duration of this Agreement shall be for a period of twelve
(12) months commencing from 1st May 2021 to 30 April 2022.

3.3

NMPA may relocate the Tenant to another residential accommodation, if it deems
necessary.

4

OBLIGATIONS OF THE TENANT

4.1

The Tenant agrees not to permit or cause any damage to the premises or its fixtures
and chattels during the period of this Agreement.

4.2

The Tenant agrees that he/she shall be responsible for the repair or replacement, or
agrees to pay for, any damage done to the premises or its fixtures and chattels
caused by abuse or neglect of the Tenant or their guest.

4.3

The Tenant shall be responsible for paying the cost of the electricity and water
utilities at the premises. The Tenant shall be responsible for all refills of cooking gas.

4.4

The Tenant is further obliged to undertake the following:
(a) keep the dwelling clean, tidy and in a good sanitary condition, removing garbage
and trash;
(b) not to throw any rubbish or decomposable garbage or otherwise on to the lawn
or compound. Any throwing of rubbish other than in accordance with the law
would constitute a fundamental breach of this Agreement;
(c) not to damage, destroy or remove any plant, hedges or shrubs growing around
the premises;
(d) not to allow any pets inside the premise dwelling;
(e) operate electrical, plumbing, sanitary and other appliances in a reasonable and
safe manner;
(f) assure that the premises and its fixtures and chattels are safeguarded against
damage, destruction, loss, removal or theft and to immediately inform the
authorised representative of the NMPA of the occurrence of any of these
incidents;
(g) conduct himself/herself, his or her family, friends, guests or visitors in a manner
which shall not at all times disturb other tenants or neighbours;
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(h) not to smoke inside the premises or to allow any guests or visitors to smoke
inside the premises;
(i) not to utilise the premises for any trading or family business inside or outside
the premises without the written consent of the authorised NMPA
Representative;
(j) not to use or to allow any guests or visitors to use the premises for regular
drinking alcohol purposes or for any unlawful purpose;
(k) not to place or expose or allow to be placed or exposed anywhere inside or
outside the premises, any notice or sign for advertising or any other purpose
whatsoever without the written consent of the authorised NMPA
Representative;
(l) notify the authorised NMPA Representative in writing as soon as repairs inside,
outside or around the premises or to its fixtures and chattels are required;
(m) not to carry out any repair or improvements or structural alterations to the
premises or its fixtures, chattels or electrical wiring without the prior written
consent of the authorised NMPA Representative;
(n) not to apply any adhesive materials or insert any nails, hooks or sharp objects in
the walls or ceilings;
(o) not to paint, apply wallpaper or in any way alter the appearance of the
premises;
(p) not to install any additional locks on any door without prior written permission
from the authorised NMPA Representative;
(q) allow the authorised NMPA Representative access to the premises for the
purposes of inspection, repairs or to show the premises to a third party at
reasonable hours and to authorise unannounced access anytime this Agreement
is terminated or for carrying out any maintenance repair estimates, serving legal
notices or in case of emergencies; and
(r)

at the end of the tenancy period, to leave the premises in a clean and tidy
condition, clear of any rubbish and personal possessions, free of any damage
and to handover all keys to the premises and the fixtures and chattels supplied
by the NMPA to the authorised NMPA Representative.
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5

INSPECTION REPORT OF PREMISES

5.1 The authorised NMPA Representative and the Tenant shall together carry out an initial
inspection of the premises at the commencement of this Agreement and fill out the
Property Inspection Report contained in Schedule 2 to this Agreement.
5.2 The NMPA and the Tenant hereby agree that the Property Inspection Report once filled
and attached to this Agreement as Schedule 2 shall accurately reflect the condition in
which the possession of the premises and the fixtures and chattels contained therein
were given to the Tenant.
5.3 The Tenant hereby agrees to undertake maintenance and repairs of the premises and
its contents as per the details contained in the Table below:
Interior (louvers /windows)*
Yard

Tenant
Tenant

Light bulbs/Tube Lights

Tenant

Battery On Remotes (T.V, A/C,)

Tenant

Appliances

Tenant

Tenant
Furniture /chattels *
*except in the case of fair wear and tear, which shall be the responsibility of the
NMPA.

6

NMPA’S RESPONSIBILITIES
The NMPA is obliged to undertake the following:
a) provide the premises in a liveable condition;
b) allow the Tenant quiet enjoyment of the premises;
c) comply with all building, health and safety standards that apply to the premises; and
d) not to interfere with supply of any services to the premises.

7

AUTHORISED NMPA REPRESENTATIVE

7.1 All direct dealings and communication between the NMPA and the Tenant in relation to
this Agreement shall be through the authorised representative of NMPA, who shall be
the PMU CLO (‘authorised NMPA Representative’) or anybody expressly authorised by
the Chief Executive Officer or Deputy Chief Executive Officer of NMPA.
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8

RIGHTS OF ENTRY

8.1 The authorised NMPA Representative or any personnel of NMPA as authorised by the
Chief Executive Officer or Deputy Chief Executive Officer of NMPA, shall enter the
premises only under the following circumstances:
a) upon giving prior notification to the Tenant or with the Tenant’s consent at the
time of the entry where no prior notification was given and which consent shall not
be unreasonably withheld by the Tenant;
b) in the case of an emergency;
c)

for necessary maintenance or repairs anytime between 9am to 7pm after providing
twenty (24) hours’ notice to the Tenant;

d) for routine inspection of the premises or inspection of any maintenance or repairs
undertaken by the Tenant; and
e) with the Tenant’s prior consent and which consent shall not be unreasonably
withheld by the Tenant, to show the premises to prospective tenants, purchasers,
registered valuer or real estate agent undertaking an appraisal, or any other expert
engaged in appraising the premises.
9

LOCKS
The door locks of the premises shall only be changed with the agreement of both the
Tenant and the NMPA. Locks should be provided and maintained in a secure state by
the NMPA.

10

TERMINATION

10.1 The NMPA may terminate this Agreement by giving to the Tenant one (1) month’s
notice in writing, in the event NMPA deems it necessary or for the purposes of
relocation of the Tenant to another residential premises.
10.2 The NMPA may terminate this Agreement with immediate effect by notice to the
Tenant in writing, if the Tenant breaches or threatens to breach any term or condition
of this Agreement and the breach is not rectified within (fourteen) 14 days of written
notice provided by NMPA to the Tenant.
10.3 In the event of the termination of this Agreement, the Tenant agrees to cooperate
with the NMPA:
(a) for NMPA to retake possession of the premises;
(b) for the Tenant to give up possession of the premises in a clean and tidy condition,
clear of any rubbish and personal possessions and free of any damage; and
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(c) the Tenant to handover all keys to the premises and its fixtures and chattels to
the authorised NMPA Representative.
10.4 The rights of the NMPA under this Clause are in addition to any other rights, remedies
or claims the NMPA may have.
11

AGREEMENT TO BE VALID
Should any provision of this Agreement found to be invalid or unenforceable, the
remainder of the Agreement shall not be affected thereby and each term and
condition herein shall be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law.

12

NOTICES

12.1 All notices issued under or pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and served:
(a) personally on the Tenant and also through any email address provided by the
Tenant to the NMPA; and
(b) personally on the authorised NMPA Representative and also through his or her
email address.
12.2 The Parties shall notify each other of their contact details upon signing of this
Agreement and of any subsequent change in their contact details.
13

ALTERATION, AMENDMENT OR VARIATION
This Agreement shall not be altered, varied or amended, except by the written
agreement of the Parties.

14

INDEPENDENT ADVICE

14.1 The NMPA and the Tenant have each taken independent advice as to the terms and
conditions contained herein and have voluntarily agreed to the execution of this
Agreement after having understood the meaning and effect of the same.
14.2 Each Party shall keep a copy of this Agreement.
15

GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTES

15.1 Where any grievance or dispute arises between the Parties in the interpretation or
application of this Agreement, the Parties shall endeavour to discuss and resolve their
grievance or dispute amicably before proceeding to take any legal action.
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15.2 This Agreement is governed by and shall be interpreted in accordance with the laws of
the Republic of Nauru and all unresolved grievances or disputes arising out of or in
connection with this Agreement shall be referred to the Supreme Court of Nauru.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereby execute and agree to the terms and conditions of
this Residential Tenancy Agreement on the date first set out herein.

Signed for and on behalf of the
Nauru Maritime and Port Authority:

Signed by the Tenant:

__________________________
Signature

________________________
Signature

_________________________
Name

_________________________
Name

__________________________
Position

__________________________
Occupation

Date:

Date:

/May/2021

/May/2021

Witnessed by:
__________________________
Signature
__________________________
Name
___________________________
Occupation
Date:

/May/2021
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SCHEDULE 1
DETIALS OF PREMISES AND LIST OF FIXTURES AND CHATTELS
ADDRESS OF PREMISES: _____________________________________________
NUMBER OF BEDROOMS: _____________

LIST OF FIXTURES AND CHATTELS CONTAINED IN THE PREMISES
Pr

WATER TANK CAPACITY: ______________________________________________________
ELECTRICITY METER SERIAL NUMBER: ____________________________________________
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SCHEDULE 2
PROPERTY INSPECTION REPORT
This report is intended to help avoid disputes.
This should be used to record the condition of the residential premises at the commencement of the tenancy
(Cancel out any line that is not applicable for inspected property). The authorised NMPA Representative and
the Tenant should fill out this form together, and tick the appropriate box if the condition is acceptable, or
record any damage or defects.
CONDITION ACCEPTABLE

LOUNGE

ROOM AND ITEM
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows

Authorised NMPA
Representative

TENANT

DAMAGE/DEFECTS

KITCHEN/DINING

Blinds/Curtains
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl.Coverings
Windows
Binds/Curtains
Cupboards
Sinks/Benches
Oven

BATHROOM

Refrigerator
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows
Binds/Curtains
Mirror/Cabinet
Bath
Shower
Wash Basin

LAUNDRY

Toilet (WC)
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows
Binds/Curtains
Washing Machine
Wash Tub
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BEDROOM 1

Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows

BEDROOM 2

Blinds/Curtains
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows

BEDROOM 3

Blinds/Curtains
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows

BEDROOM 4

Blinds/Curtains
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows

BEDROOM 5

Blinds/Curtains
Wall/Doors
Lights/Power Points
Floors/Fl. Coverings
Windows

GENERAL

Blinds/Curtains
Rubbish Bins
Locks
Garage/car port
Grounds

No. of keys supplied
Signed by:

Signed by the Tenant:

_____________________________
NMPA authorised Representative

_________________________

_________________________
Name

__________________________
Name

_________________________
Position
Date:

/May/2021
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GRM Registry – summary of relevant grievances
Grievance 3/21:
•

Incident occurred on the 25th March 2021

•

The injured persons uncle at the meeting held on 13th April 2021 notes that “…injury caused by
a falling upper slab to my building”

•

CHEC CLO received the complaint. The injured person’s grandmother filed the complaint. The
GRM Form filed states that what fell was “…debris that fell…from the old building…”

•

The injured person was taken to hospital for checkup for a head injury/laceration

•

The complainant stated that her home is not safe at all, she wishes that Government or CHEC
could relocate her and her household as soon as possible

•

Photos of the injury were taken on the same date of incident, after checkup at hospital and
attached to the GRM Form

•

House inspection was performed by the Relocation and Resettlement Team NMPA/CHEC,
Contractor photos demonstrated large area of delaminated concrete from one year earlier was
ready to let go.

•

Complainant participated in the Relocation program where she along with her family residing in
Block 41 room 4 were relocated to Nibok district as their Temporary Accommodation on 6th May
2021.

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant.

Grievance 4/21:
•

CHEC CLO informed of the complaints at the meeting on 13th April 2021 and registered in the
GRM on 21st April 2021.

•

Complainant disagreed with CHEC’s proposal for overtime work (Night Work), however the
overtime (Night Work) request has been signed by the complainant, pending his complaint to be
considered

•

New route for the heavy machinery has been provided to the complainant by CHEC

•

GRM Form of this complaint states he “disagrees with CHEC’s proposal on overtime (Night
Work)” and wishes to be relocated.

•

House/ Building inspection report by CHEC CLO has been provided

•

Complainant has been relocated to his Temporary accommodation on the 3rd May 2021 along
with other (2) families residing in Block 22

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant

Grievance 5/21:
•

CHEC CLO informed of the complaints at the meeting on 13th April 2021 and registered in the
GRM on 21st April 2021.

•

Complainant disagreed with CHEC’s proposal for overtime work (Night Work)

•

House inspection was performed by NMPA staff along with the CHEC CLO on 17th April 2021

•

Photos taken of the water tank and the dwelling (debris is reported as falling now and then) and
are attached to GRM Form, these showed no changed from photos taken the previous year
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•

New route for the heavy machinery has been provided to the complainant by CHEC

•

Complainant participated in the relocation where complainant and her families were relocated to
their Temporary accommodation on the 6th May 2021 to Baitsi district

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant

Grievance 6/21:
•

CHEC CLO informed of the complaints at the meeting on 13th April 2021 and registered in the
GRM on 21st April 2021.

•

Complainant requested temporary home following vacating her house due to cracks and
insecure [sic] of her old and run-down building.

•

House inspection performed by NMPA staff /CHEC CLO and attached to GRM Form

•

Complainant participated in the Relocation program where she was relocated on 6th May 2021
to the Temporary Living in Meneng District along with her family residing with her in Block 22
room 7

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant

Grievance 7/21:
•

CHEC CLO informed of grievance on 4th of May 2021 and registered on the GRM on 5th May
2021

•

Complainant declared that pieces of the ceiling fell during the night of the 29th April following a
significant amount of rain.

•

House inspection by CHEC CLO took place and photos were taken and attached to the GRM
form.

•

Complainant participated in the temporary Relocation program where she was relocated on 6th
May 2021 to the Temporary Living in Baitsi District along with her family residing with her in
Block 23 room 3

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant

Grievance 8/21:
•

CHEC CLO informed of grievance on 15th of May

•

The complainant reported her house was flooded during the heavy rain at night. Her claim is
that the relocated occupants from the unit above her have emptied the rooms (including the
roofing) and the water leaked during the rain. Electrical faults were reported creating concerns
over safety of those living at her home.

•

The complainant requested to be included into the relocation scheme as soon as possible.

•

The complaint was escalated to the PMU for consideration for temporary relocation.

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant following the temporary
relocation of the household.

Grievance 9/21:
•

CHEC CLO informed of grievance on 6th June 2021 via phone call

•

PMU CLO was informed of the complaint during a community meeting on 6th June 2021.

Incident Report

•

Grievance was for 5th June 2021 where it was noted that the contractor’s Machineries were
repeatedly passing the complainants block in the afternoon. No record of vibrations occurring
was reported.

•

Later that evening the resident experienced frequent falling of concrete walling to their unit, she
has knowledge of the Building aged, but needed to notify the CHEC for their information.

•

CHEC CLO responded to the complaint on the same day of complaint was received through
phone call. CHEC CLO did an initial investigation and provided a feedback report (consisting of
the grievance form and photos) to the complainant that the CHEC Contractors were doing their
vibration survey- reasons for the excavator passing back and forth which showed no vibration
and residents could not feel vibration either.

•

Complainant was informed that the result of the vibration monitoring is very low and a vibration
monitor will be situated at their residential block area to measure future vibration

•

It was determined that no further action was required from the Contractor as no non-compliance
was achieved. The machinery were present due to their vibration surveys.

•

Grievance has been closed to the satisfaction of the complainant

Grievance 12A/21 (not linked to 12/21. The “A” is due to the grievances being mistakenly assigned the
same number in the register):
•

PMU CLO and Survey Team completing the condition surveys of dwellings were informed of
the grievance on 7th June 2021

•

It was reported that an excavator from the operational side passed by at approximately 3-4pm
and caused the concrete walls to his house started to fall.

•

Photos were taken during the interview survey by the PMU EO and CARDNO personnel

•

The investigation discovered that the date of the complaint was the same day as the CHEC
Contractor performing their vibration survey and the reason for the Excavator to pass the
complainant’s home.

•

The vibration survey showed vibrations well below adopted level or level of human perception.

•

NMPA PMU were informed of the situation of the complaint, since it is part of the Relocation
Zone matter is now treated and considered for Relocation to Temporary accommodation. Now
awaiting for funding to be approved

•

Complainant had previously participated in the survey questionnaire, where he stated that he is
happy to wait for his new home to be built and is happy to stay within the Relocation Zone area

•

It was determined that no further action was required from the Contractor as no non-compliance
was achieved. The machinery were present due to their vibration surveys.

•

PMU CLO complaint reviewed on 21/06/2021 considered closed and referred to Relocation
process

Grievance 13/21:
•

PMU CLO received complaint via email on 23rd June 2021

•

It was reported that loud noises coming from the Port Development Site was experienced at
approximately 0400hrs-0500hrs. It was reported that the noise occurred frequently every 5
seconds. The complainant reported he thought it may have come from the drilling machine.

•

The complainant requested that the Contractor not make loud noise during night works

•

CHEC CLO was informed along with the CHEC HSE for further investigation

•

Complainant was interviewed, which he stated that he was not sure if the noise did come from
the operation area or not

Incident Report

•

CHEC CLO consulted the Neighbouring house and were interviewed, finding that no one else
witnessed the noise being reported

•

CHEC did provide a report confirm that no work activities were being performed at the said
hours due to high tide

•

Security guards within the Relocation Zone area were interviewed. No guards reported hearing
noise from the port area

•

Grievance was recorded as resolved by CHEC CLO 24/06/2021 and confirmed by PMU CLO
the same day

